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Why you need concrete dissolver

It is one aspect to clean masonry work and another to clean those implements used for masonry work. A concrete
dissolver addresses the latter.
Start by asking the major question.
What is your problem?
Are you in the middle of a patio project with smears of concrete and mortar all over the place? On your
mason's trowel? On the tires of your wheelbarrow?
Did your father just tile the bathroom and his pointer is filled with stiff grout?
Are you sliding a wall with stucco and find that your floater is loaded with solid guck?
Did your ready mix batch get poured in some unwanted spot?
Did concrete splatter harden on your window and window frame?
Did your new apprentice unintentionally let slop infiltrate and dry up items in your staging area?

Product Introduction

Condisolve 149 is strong concrete and mortar dissolver based on weak lewis acids and biodegradable compounds.
Condisolve 149 removes easily and safely concrete from your tools and equipments and concrete splashes from
floor.
Advanced liquid formula dissolves and physically breaks down concrete by attacking Portland cement, eventually
reducing it to mush that is easy to clean off with a hose or pressure water.

Salient Features

Completely dissolves the cement to produce rinsable mud.
Removes concrete mortar grout and stucco less than 1 year old.
Perfect for prepare concrete for etching, staining or epoxy application.
Ideal for cleaning concrete choked pipes

Where Does It Work?
On tools, equipment, vehicles and non-concrete places that accidentally get smudged with concrete
splashes and mortar smears

Where Does It Not Work?
Since a concrete dissolver disrupts the bond property that hardens concrete, you would not want to soften areas
that you want to remain strong and supportive.
Therefore, do not use it directly on concrete or mortar joints between brick or block. Marble, granite, laminated or
zinc surfaces.
Condisolve 149 does not work if you pre-rinse (preset). That only neutralizes it.
For this reason, if you clean your tools on a concrete floor first cover it with plastic or rinse it with water
beforehand to nullify effectiveness.

Application

Apply Condisolve 149 by hard nylon brush or by spray on hardened concrete. Apply thick coat generously.
Apply second coat with brush or spray after 20 to 30 minutes.
The concrete begins to soften in 20 to 30 minutes at which point it should be rinsed off with pressure water.
If the concrete is thicker and vey old then repeated applications are required.
Do not mix anything with Condisolve 149 concrete dissolver.

Properties
Form
Colour
Odour
PH
Density
Flammability
Solubility

Liquid
Light brown
Acidic
2
1.3 kg/L
Non flammable
Soluble in water

Precautions

Do not handle with bare hands. Use rubber gloves.
Use safety goggles, respirators, face protection
Keep away from children.
When applied on metal, Keep away from fire and source of ignition.
If comes in contact with skin or eyes, wash with plenty of water.
Do not inhale fumes of product.
Seek medical help immediately.

Data presented in this document is in good faith and accurate and best to our Knowledge. Data is submitted for
information purposes only without warranty Whatsoever. We do not accept any responsibility or liability which may
result from the use of this product. This is due to the nature and application of this product. The use and handling
etc. of this product are beyond our control. Hence, we do not accept any responsibility and liability
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